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A model of pitch perception,called the spatial pitch network or SPINET model, is developedand
analyzed.The modelneurallyinstantiatesideasfrom the spectralpitch modeling literature andjoins
them to basic neural networksignal processingdesignsto simulatea broaderrange of perceptual
pitch datathan previousspectralmodels.The componentsof the modelare interpretedas peripheral
mechanicaland neural processingstages,which are capable of being incorporatedinto a larger
networkarchitecturefor separatingmultiple soundsourcesin the environment.The core of the new
model transformsa spectralrepresentation
ofan acousticsourceinto a spatial distribution of pitch
strengths.The SPINETmodelusesa weighted"harmonic sieve" wherebythe strengthof activation
of a given pitch dependsupon a weighted sum of narrow regions around the harmonics of the
nominal pitch value, and higher harmonicscontribute less to a pitch than lower ones. Suitably
chosen harmonic weighting functions enable computer simulations of pitch perception data
involving mistuned components,shifted harmonics, and various types of continuous spectra
including rippled noise. It is shown how the weighting functions produce the dominanceregion,
how they lead to octaveshifts of pitch in responseto ambiguousstimuli, and how they lead to a
pitch region in responseto the octave-spaced
Shepardtone complexesand Deutschtritones without
the use of attentionalmechanismsto limit pitch choices.An on-centeroff-surround network in the
modelhelpsto producenoisesuppression,
partial masking,andedgepitch. Finally, it is shownhow
peripheralfiltering and short-termenergy measurements
produce a model pitch estimate that is
sensitiveto certain componentphaserelationships.@ 1995AcousticalSociety of America.
PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg,43.66.Ba

plished in the Goldstein (1973) model by perturbingthe signal frequencycomponentswith noise. A hamlonic template
A fundamental problem of auditory perceptionis the
matchingprocessthen producesthe most likely pitch. In the
identification and separationof multiple acoustic sources. Terhardt (1972) model, input co'tnponentshave "virtual
Such a processenableshuman listenersto perceiveand recpitches" at subhamlonics.When djfferent componentshave
ognize the contentsof discriminable auditory streams,in a
virtual pitches that coincide,the strengthof the virtual pitch
processcalled auditory sceneanalysis"by Bregman(1990).
is increased.This processis si!Dilar to increasingthe pitch
The processutilizes a variety of cues including synchrony, strength when multiple hamlonic componentsfall through
harmonicity,and binauraltiming and intensityinformationto
holes in the sieve of a hamlom~template.
assign acoustic components to the appropriate auditory
A key componentin each modei is a set of filters with
stream.This paperdescribesa model for generatinga spatial
bandwidths that scale with the filter center frequencyand
representationfor the pitch of an acousticsourcethat can be
which spreador randomizethe ultimate effect of a componaturally embeddedin an architecturefor sourceseparation.
nent acrossfrequency. One differen..cebetweenGoldstein's
The spatial pitch net, or SPINET,is a type of spectral
optimal processormodel and the other models is that the
"pattern matching" model, briefly reported in Cohenet ai.
(1992a,b). The input to the pitch detectingmoduleis a spec- Goldsteinmodel is not deterministic.The frequencyscaling
function is the varianceof a normally distributednoise protral representation,and the outputis a functionacrosspitch.
cess
given the input frequency.The model then producesa
Other models that transforma spectralrepresentation
of the
maximum-likelihood
estimationof the pitch using an idealsignal to a pitch representationinclude the pitch modelsof
ized
hamlonic
template.
Wightman's bandwidth-scalingfilGoldstein (1973), Wightman (1973), and Terhardt(1972).
ters
model
the
peripheral
auditory filters, and are intendedto
The SPINET model properties simulate many significant
approximate
the
resolving
powers of the basilar membrane
pitch perceptiondatafor reasonssimilar to thoseof the specplace
coding.
A
cosine
Fourier
transformmeasuresthe peritral modelsmentionedabove,whoseformal kinshiphas been
odicity
in
the
spectral
representation
to producea determindemonstratedby de Boer (1976) (see the Appendix for a
istic
pitch
function.
The
spreading
function in Terhardt's
summaryof dataaddressedby differentmodels).Despitethe
model
is
the
"coincidence
interval~'
parameter
which deterformal similarities, each of the spectral models suggesta
mines
the
contributions
to
a
pitch
made
by
nearby
subhardifferent mechanismfor implementingwhat turns out to be
monics
of
different
input
components
(Terhardt
et al.,
similar functions of pitch. Wightman (1973) computesthe
1982a).
To
sum
up
the
functional
relationships
between
the
peak in a cosine Fourier transformof a smearedspectrum.
maximum-likelihood
estimator
and
the
deterministic
pitch
The processanalogousto smearingthe spectrumis accom-
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mentnearthe basalend of the cochlea,low frequenciesnear
the apex. Each point along the membranecan thus be consideredas a bandpassmechanicalfrequencyfilter.
The processingstagemodeling the mechanicalfiltering
of the basilarmembrane(Fig. 1, stage2) consistsof a bank
of bandpassfilters, eachwith a frequencyresponseapproximating a fourth-orderGammatonefilter (Holdsworth et at.,
1988; Pattersonet at., 1988),

f

Ij)/b(fj)]4,

(I)

and implementedas a cascadeof four first-order digital filters where Ii is the center frequencyof the ith filter, and
b(f J controls the bandwidthof the filter as a function of
center frequencyas describedin Eq. (3). The complete set
consistsof 512 filters with centerfrequenciesspacedevenly
in equivalentrectangularbandwidth(ERB) units (Moore and
G1asberg,1983)from 50 Hz to 5 kHz to coverthe extent of
the "existenceregion" for residue pitch (Ritsma,1962).
Following Moore and Glasberg(1983),the ERB of the
filter centeredat a frequencyI is a function of the filter
centerfrequency:
ERB(fJ=6.2310-617+93.3910-3/i+28.52.

(2)

Holdsworth et at. (1988) showed that if the power passed
throughthe fourth-orderGammatonefilter is setequal to that
passedby a rectangularfilter with gain one, then the bandwidth parameterb(fJ is relatedto the ERB by

1

Input Sound

FIG. 1. Graphical representationof the the SPINET model processing
stages.(SeeSec.1 for equations.)

strengthmodels,the smearingof the effect of spectralcomponents (whether by a noise process or by the spread of
activation)detenninesa pitch function (whethera probability
density or an activationlevel) with various modes that (explicitly or implicitly) are the result of different harmonic
numberassignmentsto the peaks in the spectralrepresentation. These componentswill discussedin more detail in the
contextof the spatialpitch network.
I. SPINET STRUCTURE
The stagesof the SPINETmodelare summarizedin Fig.
1. The input to the model is computer generatedsound
sampled at a rate of 16 kHz. All sounds were 25 ms in
duration including a 5-ms raised cosine onset and offset
ramp.
A. Model equations

The pressurevariationat the oval window of the cochlea
initiates a traveling wave along the basilar membrane(von
Bekesy, 1928) and producesa maximal displacementat a
position along the basilar membraneas a function of frequency.High frequenciesproduce their maximumdisplace863
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b(fJ=ERB(fi)/0.982.

(3)

Equation(2) implies that suchfilters above1 kHz havebandwidths that are approximatelya constantpercentageof their
centerfrequency,and becomerelatively wider as the center
frequencybecomeslower.
The output of the filter bank is measuredto derive a
spectralrepresentation
of the signal using the equation
Y(fj,n)=

BB(fJ(I-e-ti)\/2

(4)
where x<Ji,n) is the signal passingthroughthe Gammatone
filter with centerfrequencyIi at time n, f.=8.637 X 10-3, .6is the samplingperiod fixed throughoutat 1/16000 s, and
N=80=5 ms/.6-is the averagingwindow length. Input sound
levels were chosenso that maxiY<Ji,n) is the same for all
sounds.By Eq. (4), Y<Ji,n) is a measureof the squareroot
of the power passedthroughthe filter centeredat that frequencymultiplied by an exponentialtime window which decays to half its maximum over approximately5 ms. This
measureis averagedover a 5-ms window in each filter to
yield the spectralinput (Fig. 1, stage3) to the next processing layer. The function BB<JJ is a lumped model of processescontributingto a broadbandpasseffect on the contribution of frequencyregions to pitch which is assumedto
include the outer and middle ear transferfunction (Dadson
and King, 1952)as well as the phaselocking capabilities of
Cohen et al.: Spatial pitch network
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P(p,n)=~

eighth nerve neurons.Unlumpingthesepropertieswould add
to the complexity of the model without having a substantial
effect on the simulatedresults.This stage(Fig. 1,stage4) is
thus modeled in the frequencydomainby the gammafunction:
BB(fj)=sJj

exp(-sJJ,

(5)

where :;'= 0.00 1 producing a peak gain at 1 kHz and a region
between 500 Hz and 2 kHz that is Oat within a 3-dB range.
The next stage (Fig. 1, stage 5) models cooperative interactions across nearby frequencies and competitive interactions across a broader frequency band of the averaged power
spectrum Y(fj ,n). Interactions falloff with distance as the
Gamrnatone function of Eq. (1). The inhibitory region is
larger than the width of the excitatory region, and both scale
with the ERB of the channel. The power spectrum of the
Gammatone function with center frequency Ji and a bandwidth proportionality factor of K is
IH(fj ,J,K)12=[l

+«f-

JJ/(Kb(fJ)2)-4,

(6)

where b(f;) is as defined in Eq. (3). The result of the
cooperative-competitive interactions is

~

S(fj,n)=""

(

'H(f;,Jj,Kex)12

Y(fj,n)

---

;=1

B. Implementation

Aex(!i)

_IH(.fi,Ij'Kin)12. ) ,
Ain(.fi)

(7)

where Ii is the centerfrequencyof the channel,and Kex=O.4
and Kin=O.6define the excitatoryand inhibitory regionsas a
constant proportion of the ERB of the frequencychannel.
The area of the excitatory region [Aex<JJ]and that of the
inhibitory region [Ain<Ji)] are definedto be the sum of the
Eq. (6) function values taken over the centerfrequenciesof
the filter bank. Although eachinhibitory regionis wider than
that of the excitatory regioncenteredat the samefrequency,
the two regions are normalizedin Eq. (7) to be equal.Thus,
if the power spectrummeasuredfrom the peripheral filter
bank is flat, then the output from this layer is zeroacrossthe
frequencyspectrum.Equation(7) modelsthe equilibrium response of neurons organized in an on-centeroff-surround
anatomy.It is assumedthat the neuronstrack the inputs fast
enoughto remain in approximateequilibrium with them.
The next two stagescarry out a weighted(Fig. 1,stage
6) harmonic summation(Fig. 1, stage7). The pitch strength
P is a sumof non-negativespectralstrengthsS, weightedby
the distancebetweenthe nominal pitch p and the frequency
of the harmonic mp, as in

m

[S(mp,n)]+h(m),

(8)

where

Jx.

[x]+=to.
{

h(m)=

for x>O.
otherwise

l-M

0,

ParameterM in Eq. (9) detenninesthe slope of the falloff
with harmonic number m that a harmonic makes to the
strength P of pitch p, and has the value M=O.15 in our
simulations.
The output of the network is taken to be the pitch that
has the strongestactivation level; that is, the "best-fitting
fundamental" is taken to be that pitch p which maximizes
the output function P(p,n). When modeling experiments
where the pitch responseswere restrictedto a given region,
the pitch is taken to be the maximal pitch in that region. A
winner-take-alloperation, which can be implementedby an
on-centeroff-surround feedbacknetwork (Grossberg,1973,
1988)or anothercontrastenhancingcompetitiveneural network, can be used to select the maximally activatedpitch.
The combinationof filter (8) followed by a contrastenhancing operationis a specializedcaseof a competitive learning,
or self-organizing feature map, neural network (Carpenter
and Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, 1976, 1982; Kohonen,
1989),againsolved at equilibrium with respectto the current
inputs. Some further assumptionswill also be suggestedbelow as a way to interpret the information acrossthe entire
pitch function.

log2(m),

for M log2(m)< 1,

otherwise.
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(9)

The computationswere pert'onnedby threeseparateprograms,one for the Garnrnatonefilter bank. anotherfor the
energy,and the last for the pitch computationincluding the
on-centeroff-surround convolution, All programswere written in C and run on a time-sharedSunSparc-lOworkstation.
For 25-ms soundssampled at 16 kHz, 512 frequencychannels, and 200 pitch channels,the computationtimes were
filterbank: 5.5 s, energy: 1.2 s, and pitch: 0.7 s, eachincluding input/output file read/write time. The model uses only
local feedforward network interactions that will run in real
time whenimplementedas a chip.

II. MODEL COMPONENTS AND OTHER MODELS
A. Peripheral

filters

A comparison of the peripheral frequency spreading
functions followed by the template match in both the
SPINET and the optimal processormodelsclarifies the differencesbetweena mechanisticand an informationtheoretic
theory.The interpretationof the peripheralfrequencyspreading effect representsuncertaintyaboutthe precisefrequency
of a stimulus component in the optimum processortheory,
and a deterministicspatial weighting function in the network
model. In the SPINET model,the peripheralspreadingfunctions is part of a pitch matching template.In the statistical
model,the Gaussiansdo not function as part of the template,
but instead representthe uncertaintyof the frequencyof an
input component.The template is matchedto the perturbed
signal whereinthe contribution of a tone to a pitch falls off
with the Euclideandistancebetweenthe noiseperturbedtone
and nearesttemplatecomponentlocation.The optimum processorproducesa pitch with the maximumlikelihood given
the uncertaintyof the input, or more generally,producesa
Cohen et al.: Spatial pitch network
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FIG. 2. (a) The excitationpatterncreatedby a complex of six harmonicsof 100 Hz from 1000to 1500Hz. (b) The spectralrepresentationfrom which pitch
will be derived which resultsfrom the on-center/off-surroundprocessingof the excitationpattern.

probability densityfunctionacrosspitch. The SPINET model
producesa continuous,spatially organized,"strength of activation" function of pitch.
The optimal processorand the SPINET model predict a
similar multimodal distributionof possible pitch matches.In
both models,the different modescorrespondto different estimates of the harmonic numbers assignedto the components.In orderto comparethe detenninistic modelsto statistical models or statisticalperformance data, the activation
versuspitch function mustbe relatedto a probability density
functionof a randomdecisionvariable.Houtsma(1979)used
one suchtechniqueto comparethe modelsof Terhardt(1974)
and of Wightman (1973) with Goldstein's model. He used
the relative heights of the main modes in a region of the
detenninistic pitch activationfunctions as their relative likelihoods, with nonpeakregions consideredto have zero likelihood. The pitch function was then normalized so that the
sum of the heightswas one,to yield somethinganalogousto
a discreteprobability densityfunction.
Many models of pitch use a broad bandpassfunction
nearthe peripherythat has beenvariously interpretedas representing the spectral-dominancephenomenon (Terhardt
et ai" 1982a),or as representingthe transferfunction of the
outer and middle ear together(Meddis and Hewitt, 1991),or
the inverseof the minimum audible pressure(MAP) threshold function (e,g., Yost and Hill, 1979). The shapeof this
weighting function bearsan inverse relationshipto the tone
frequencyjnd function, which is used as partial justification
for the shapeof the function relating the variance of the
noise distribution to frequency in Goldstein's pitch model.
Despitethe differentmechanismssuggested,the shapeof the
function plays a similar role and is usedto addressthe same
data, particularly dominance region data, by the different
models.

weighting model.They were primarily concernedwith modeling the pitch of anharmonicrippled noise which is produced by subtractingGaussianwhite noise from itself delayed by an interval T.The spectrumhas peaks spaced by
liT, which in a log frequencyrepresentationbecome closer
togetherat higherfrequencies.
They showed that a "dominance region" emphasizing
the spectrumin the neighborhoodof 4/T producedthe best
pitch predictions for the this kind of noise. They used the
center-surroundmechanismwith bandwidthsproportionalto
their centerfrequenciesas a meansof inhibiting frequencies
above 41Twithout the model having to know a priori the
value of T. In terms of the centerfrequency f of the filters,
the lateral interactionsusedto fit the pitch data were about
1/6f for the excitatoryregion, and an inhibitory region extending another 1/6f beyondthe excitatoryregion. The sizes
of the center-surround
interactionsagreewith thosefound in
physiological studies of the cat cochlear nucleus (Bilsen
et al., 1975) and psychoacousticallyin humans (Houtgast,
1977; Shannon,1976).
The on-centeroff-surroundlateral interactions[Eq. (7)]
play several importantroles in the SPINET model, one of
which is to attenuatethe dc level of activationin the spectral
layer. Considerpink noise with constantpower per octave.
Sincethe excitatoryand inhibitory regionsare of equal area.
the spectralrepresentation
usedto derive pitch has a constant
zero level of activation. A pitch model that sums spectral
regions near harmonicsthat does not control for noise in
someanalogousfashionwould be biasedtoward lower fundamentals,since their harmonics become more closely
spacedin the regions of high noise density. The effect of
incorporatingsurround inhibition is to flatten the pitch responseto noise.
The center-surroundmechanismalso servesto increase
the effectiveresolutionof the spectralrepresentation,making
B. On-center off-surround interactions
patternmatching pitch determinationspossible where they
would
not otherwisebe. The excitation pattern (the output
Yost and Hill (1979)introducedthe use of lateral inhifrom
stage
4, Fig. 1) for six harmonicsof 100 Hz between
bition into the pitch modeling literatUre in their peripheral
865
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C. Harmonicsummation
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FIG. 3. Pitch shift in percentageas a function of the the percentshift of one
component,averagedover the first six harmonicsin a 12-componentstimulus. [Reprinted with permissionfrom Moore et al. (1985).]

1000and 1500 Hz is shown in Fig. 2(a). The output of the
center-surroundprocessingis shown in Fig. 2(b), where all
but the componentat 1400Hz are representedby a distinct
peak in the representation.
Also visible in Fig. 2(b) is the increasedweightafforded
the extreme frequencycomponentsof this stimulus relative
to the middle components.This a "partial masking" effect
which is explicitly incorporatedby anothermechanismin the
model of Terhardt et ai. (1982a).The dominanceof outer
componentsin frequencydiscriminationfor both individual
componentsand the pitch of the complexwhenlow harmonics are missing has also been suggestedby Moore et ai.
(1984).This edgeenhancement
of the spectralcontouris also
responsiblein the model for the "edge pitch" associatedwith
the filter cutoff frequencies of narrow bandpass noise
(Bilsen, 1977; Fastl, 1971).

The harmonic sieve (Duifuuis et at., 1982; Scheffers,
1983)is a kind of templatematching where the "holes" in
the sievehavea rectangularshapearoundeachharmonicof a
pitch. That is, an input componenteither contributesto the
pitch or it doesnot. dependinguponwhetheror not it is close
enoughto a harmonic of the pitch to fall throughthe sieve.
Moore et at. (1985)measuredthe influenceof a harmonicon
pitch by mistuning the componentsone at a time, and observingthe effect on the shift in the pitch of the complex.As
a single componentin a harmonic complexis n1istuned,the
perceivedpitch of the complexbegins to shift at first in the
samedirection as the component.As the componentis mistuned beyond 3% of its original frequency,its effect on the
pitch beginsto diminish and the pitch shifts back toward its
original 10 (Fig. 3). When the componentis mistuned by
roughly 8% of its original frequency,its effect on the pitch is
negligible. Moore et at. (1985) suggestedthat if a harmonic
sieve is operating,one possible explanationof thesedatais
that a componentdoes not fall throughthe sieve in an all-ornonefashion.In the SPINET model,the frequencyspreading
dueto the energymeasureof the Garnmatonefilters [Eq. (1)]
followed by the punctatetemplate[Eq. (8)] is equivalentto
using spectralpeaks and a sieve with gradual skirts around
the harmonicsand is responsiblefor the gradualeffect on the
pitch as a harmonicis shifted.
A problemarisesin models that give equal weight to all
harmonicsof a fundamentalbecausethey predictequal pitch
strengths(or likelihoods) for all subharmonicsof that fundamental.Additional mechanismsare neededto explain how
eventhe pitch of a single tone is unambiguouslyperceived.
This problemoccurs in the optimum processortheory where
the mean squarederror used to evaluatethe fit betweena
harmonictemplateand a stimulus gives the sameresult for a
nominal pitch value and all its submultiples becausethe
componentsof a template with a given spacingare a subset
of the componentsof all templates with submultiple spac-
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AG. 4. Response of the network model to a tone at I kHz (a) with the harmonic weighting function h( n) = I, (b) with the weighting function decreasing at
the rate of O.IS/oct.
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ings. The SPINET model without the hannonic weighting
function [so that h(n) = 1 in Eq. (8)] exhibits such a response. This can be seen in Fig. 4(a), which shows the pitch
activation due to a single input tone at 1 kHz with peaks
equally prominent at all.subhannonics. In Goldstein et at.
(1978), two mechanisms are considered which would help
prevent the subharmonlc match. One is to restrict the number
of hannonics that could contribute to pitch so that lower
pitches would not be predicted by high components. The
other is to re~trict the range of pitches included in the tem-

plate matchingprocess.
Gerson and Goldstein (1978) elaborated this second
method by introducing an a priori expectation into the optimum processor theory. This prior expectation, due to experimental conditions and subject biases, is presumed to correspond to a rectangular distribution detennining the upper and
lower bounds of pitch perception. Given this rectangular a
priori expectation, the model computes a maximumlikelihood estimate evaluated over the region within the
bounds of the expectation. In the SPINET model, as in Terhardt et at. (1982a), it is
assumed that the g:reaterthe ratio of a component frequency
to a nominal pitch value, the less the contribution the component makes to that pitch. The SPINET model uses a decreasing function, linear in log frequency. To the extent that
frequency is represented neurally as a tonotopic map, this
model property represents a decreasing effect of cells on
each other with distance across the map.
In response to a hannonic complex or single tone stimulus, the weighted network model produces a unique maximum in the pitch activation function at the pitch corresponding to the periodicity of the stimulus. Figure 4(b) shows the
output of the model using the decreasing weighting functions, in response to a single tone at 1000 Hz. No additional
attentional mechanism is required for the model to respond
unambiguously with the pitch at the frequency of a single
tone or hannonic complex. For single tones. this mechanism
is consistent with the the fact that the range of possible pitch
percepts is a priori much wider than a single octave. This is
not t6 deny that frequency-specific attentional effects are
~ometimes operative, for example, in detecting signals in
noise'(Dai et at., 1991), or in hearing pitches that correspond
to the minor modes of the activation function, but in the
absence of 'such active attentional focusing, the default "expectation" is assumed to be essentially unbiased.

D. The dominanceregion
The dominanceregionis that part of the spectrumwhere
componentshave the strongestinfluence on pitch. It is a
function of both the frequencyof the input componentsand
fundamental frequency (Plomp, 1967; Ritsma, 1967). In
terms of the optimum processortheory, the dominanceregion is the spectralregion where two complexesdiffering
slightly in fundamentalfrequency are most discriminable
(Goldstein,]973).
There are two different kinds of errors predictedby the
shapeof the alf function (Fig. 5) in the model contributing
to its accountof the dominanceregion. One kind of error is
due to pitches in the secondarymodes of the probability
867
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AG. 5. Standarddeviationsfor three different subjects(expressedas uIf)
for the noise distribution functions as a function of frequency required to
model human statistical performance. [Reprinted with pennission from
Houtsmaand Goldstein (1972).]

densityfunction which are the resultof assigningthe wrong
harmonicnumbersto the noiseperturbedsignal.This type of
error becomes more likely as harmonics become more
closely spacedin log frequency(as harmonic numbers increase).The otherkind or error is causedby pitches in the
mainmode of the probability densityfunction, but where the
varianceis high due to the low precisionof the component
frequencyestimatesat low and high frequencies.
For fundamentalsbelow 300 Hz, resolutionimprovesas
harmonic numbersincreaseuntil their frequenciesreachthe
peak in the resolutioncurve of Fig. 5, therebypartially offsettingthe degradationin performancedue to the closercomponent spacing for the low fundamentals.For high fundamentals,asharmonicnumbersincrease,the wide component
spacings imply that their frequenciesquickly surpassthe
peak in the resolutioncurve, therebycausinga faster detenation in performance.
The SPINETmodelshowsa similar patternrelating harmonic numberto pitch strength.For low fundamentals,the
function first increaseswith harmonic number becausethe
bandpassfunction [Eq. (5)] increaseswith componentfrequencyfasterthan the distance-dependent
harmonic weighting function attenuatesthe contribution to pitch. For high
fundamentals,even low-order harmonic contributions to
pitch are attenuatedby both the bandpassfunction and the
harmonicweighting function[Eq. (9)]. The effect of the unimodal u/f function in the optimal processortheory is thus
analogousto the effect of the bandpassfunction in the
SPINETmodel.
Since the shape of the pitch function resemblesthe
shapeof the probability density function produced by the
optimum processor,it is interestingto considerinterpreting
the deterministic model statistically for comparison.
Houtsma(1979)did this with the modelsof Terhardt(1972,
1973)and Wightman(1973)by taking the percentcorrect in
performanceasthe ratio of the heightof the main pitch mode
Cohen et al.: Spatial pitch network
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FIG. 6. Pitch shift in responseto a complexof six componentsspacedby 100Hz. as a function of the lowest component'shannonicnumber.(a) Data from
Pattersonand Wightman (1976) (reprintedwith permission).(b) Maximally activatedpitch producedby the network model.

to the sum of the heightsof all the modeswithin a roughly
half-octave "attentional" bandaroundthe main mode.
When the SPINET modelis analyzedin this way, it does
not produce a fundamental-frequency-dependent
variation in
percentagecorrectas is seenin the dataand predictedby the
optimum processor.This is becausethe entire pitch strength
function, for a given pair of stimulus componentswith fixed
harmonic numbers, scales across fundamental frequency
while leaving the shape(that is, the relative heights of the
modes)invariant. One methodwe are exploring to preserve
the f 0 dependenceof the strengthfunction,discussedabove
in the context of the dominanceregion,is to add a constant
level of noise acrossfrequencyto the pitch function before
taking the maximally activatedpitch as the modeloutput.
III. SPINET SIMULATIONS
A. Pitch shifts with component shifts

When hannonic components(f n=n/o, n=l,...) are all
shifted by a constant amount A in frequencyso that they
maintain their spacingof/o (fn = n/o + A, n=l,...), the pitch
shift ih linear frequencyis slower than that of the components (Patterson and Wightman, 1976; Schouten et ai.,
1962). Typical data showan ambiguouspitch region at shift
values of A=i/o, i=0.5,1.5,2.5,..., where the most commonly perceivedpitchjumps downto below the ':'alueof /0'
Figure 6(a) shows the pitch of componentsspaced by
/0='100 Hz as a function of the lowest component'sharmonic numberI. When the shift val\le A is near a hannonic
of /0 (A=I/o, 1=0,1,2,...),thenthe pitch is unambiguousand
near 100Hz.
The model's correspondence
with thesedata [Fig. 6(b)]
is due to the gradualreductionin the contributiona component makes to a pitch as it is mistuned,combined with the
effect of filters whose widths are approximatelyconstantin
log coordinatesfor high frequencies.As the componentsshift
together in linear frequency away from hannonicity, the
highercomponentsmove into the shallowskirts of the filters
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centered at hannonics of the original nominal pitch frequency much more slowly than do the lower components,
therebyslowing the shift away from -the original pitch. For
the samereason,as the loweststimulus componentincreases
in hannonic number, all componentsare moving through
broader filters, so the slopes of the pitch shift becomeless
steep,ascan be seenin both the damandthe modeloutput in
Fig. 6.
B. Pitch shift slopes with component

shifts

One of the main findings of Pattersonand Wightman
(1976) was the difference in the slopeof the pitch shift between low and high fundamentalsas the componentsshift
while maintaining their spacing in linear frequency [Fig.
7(a)]. The slopes converge as lower componentsare removed. Figure 7(b) shows a plot of the slopesfound in the
model measuredat the point where componentsare harmonic.The difference in slopesfor the two fundamentalfrequenciesis due to the region of dominanceinduced by the
combined effect of three weighting functions: the BB [Eq.
(5)] broad bandpassfunction, the harmonicfalloff [Eq. (9)]
giving more weight to low-order harmonics,and the inhibitory interactions[Eq. (7)] which, being of roughly constant
width in log frequl?~cy,inhibit the higher frequencycomponents morethan ~e low.
Theseweighting functionsare insufficientto explainthe
entire data set. When the slope of the least-meaD-squares
best-fitting straight line through all the pitchesis measured,
including those in the ambiguousregions. then the model
producestoo little difference in slopesbetweenthe different
fa's [Fig. 7(c)]. There are severalpossibleexplanationsfor
the disparity betweenthe modelmeasurements
whenthe ambiguous
region
is
included,
and
the
data
of
Patterson
and
Wightman(1976). .
1. Combination

tones

The "second effect of pitch" is that when the shifting
stimulusconsistsof lower frequencycomponents.the shift of
Cohen et a/.: Spatial pitch network
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FIG. 7. (a) Comparisonof the slopesof the pitch shifts (such as those in Fig. 6) for componentspacingsof 100 and 400 Hz. When low componentsare
present.the slopeof the shift for the spacingof 400 Hz is steeperthan that of the shift for 100Hz. Data are for one subject,MH, taken from Pattersonand
Wightman(1976)(reprintedwith permission).(b) The slopesof the pitch shifts for fundamentalsof 100and400 Hz measuredat the points wherethe shifting
componentsareharmonic. (c) The slopesof the SPINET model pitch shifts for fundamentalsof 100 and 400 Hz measuredfrom endpoint to endpoint.

the pitch is steeperthan when it consistsof higher frequency
components.The addition of the Ii- n(.fi+ 1- Ii) combination tones (Goldstein, 1967)arising from the peripheralinteractionof two successivecomponentswould be exactly at
the frequenciesin the equal spacingpattern of the Patterson
and Wightman(1976)paradigm,albeit at lower levels. Their
effect is thus easyto predict and,as noted by many authors
(e.g., Smoorenburg,1970), would indeed be to make the
slopesgreater.By the SPINET mechanismdiscussedfor the
first effect of the pitch shift, the addition of lower componentswould increasethe slope for the shift in the model as
well.

2. Secondarymodes
The slopesmeasuredby Pattersonand Wightman (1976)
were the slopesof meanpitch matchesmadeby the subjects.
In the ambiguousregion,there are more modes in the pitch
functionwhose strengthrivals that of the main mode.Above
the fundamental,the secondarymodes are higher than the
869
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main mode;belowthe fundamental,the secondarymodesare
lower. If subjectsmatchedto thesesecondarymodes in the
ambiguousregion,the meanpitch would be further from the
main mode and thus the slopeswould be steeperin the ambiguousregion.
3. Grouping effects
In his doctoral dissertation,de Boer (1956) suggested
that the secondeffect of the pitch shift, the systematicdecrease in the slope of the shift as lower componentsare
eliminated from the sign;ll, could be due to a preferential
weighting givento the lower components.Without considering componentgroupings,it does not seemlogical that the
componentsthat areshifting the fastestout of their harmonic
relationshipwith the rest.of the components(measuredas a
percentageshift from their harmonic frequency)should be
the ones to be accordedthe most weight. Furthermore,the
currentmodelexplainsthe rate of the shift using the fact that
the higher componentsmove through the frequency-scaled
Cohen et al.: Spatial pitch network
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Gammatonefilters more slowly than do the lower components,thereby maintaining their contribution to pitchesnear
the spacing frequency at higher shift values than do the
lower components.
However, complexes in the ambiguous region often
sound like multiple sources.If thereexists a separategrouping process with the capacityto separatethe influence on
pitch of different frequencyregionsof the peripheral(in this
case spectral)representationof the signal,then the pitch being primarily influenced by the lower tones would move
faster than it does when it is forced to take into accountall
frequencyregionsof the peripheralrepresentation.
The addition of such a grouping mechanismto a larger architecture
containing the SPINET modelwould thus producebetterestimates of the shift slopes in the ambiguousregion, while
leaving the good performanceof the model near harmonic
regions intact.
C. The tritone paradox
Deutsch(l992a, 1992b),hasinvestigateda phenomenon
called the tritone paradox.Stimuli arecomposedof sinusoids
spacedby octaves with a raisedcosineamplitudeenvelope
acrossthe entire rangeof hearing.In musical notation,notes
spaced by an octave have the same pitch class (the same
name,e.g.,Cjt), which is suggestiveof their perceptualsimilarity. Thus perceptuallyfused complexesof octave-spaced
componentshave a clear pitch class,but an ambiguousoctave designation.Shepard(1964)found that, whenpresented
with two successivestimuli of different pitch classes,the
interval that subjectsidentifiedwas that correspondingto the
shortest distance betweenthe two pitch classes.Thus the
interval C-G was heard as descending5 semitonesrather
than as ascending7 semitones. Indeed,Shepardfound that
when a sequenceof these octave-component
complexesis
presented which repeatedlytraversed the semitone scale,
pitch appearsto ascendendlesslyin a kind of barbershop
pole illusion, despitethe octaveequivalenceof notesspaced
by 12 semitones.
When the interval betweentwo suchcomplexesis exactly half an octave (a "tritone" in musical terminology),
proximity obviously cannotbe usedto judge the directionof
the interval. In fact, Deutschfound strong intrasubjectconsistencyof the judgmentsdependingupon the pitch classof
the tones. For tritones based on half the pitch classes,the
intervals were heard as ascending,while intervals basedon
the other half were heardas descending.
Thesedata are consistentwith the explanationthat pitch
judgmentsare all takento be within a single octave,which is
the behaviorexhibited by the SPINETmodel,as well as the
virtUal pitch model (Terhardtet ai., 1982b),in responseto
suchstimuli. Figure 8 showsthe SPINETmodel's circularity
of the judgments with pitch class. The effect is due to a
.combinationof the broadbandpassfunction[Eq. (5)] and the
falling harmonic weighting function [Eq. (9)]. If, for example, only the broadbandfilter were operativeand all harmonics were weighted equally,thenthe lowestpossiblesubmultiple of the componentswould always be the chosen
pitch. The combinationof the two mechanismsresults in all
pitchesoccurring within an octavethat is centeredbelow the
870
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peak in the amplitude envelope of the stimulus. and well
above the lowest possible pitch (Fig. 8). A tritone interval
that spansthe discontinuity in the pitch function of Fig. 8
producesnominal pitch values that descend,while the same
interval comprisedof pitch classesthat do not spanthe discontinuity produces nominal pitch values that ascend.The
variability that Deutschfound betweensubjectscan be explained in model tenns by the manipulationof the BB and
harmonic weighting functions [Eqs. (5) and (9)]. Small
changesin the parametersgoverningthesefunctions shift the
octave region of maximal pitch responseswithout substantially affecting the responseto other pitch stimuli.
D. Rippled noise spectra
Noise with a rippled spectrumis alsocapableof producing a pitch sensation.One such spectrumis produced by
summingGaussianwhite noise with itself delayedby an interval T.The averagespectralpower densityis
</J(f,T,g)= 1 +g COS(21TfT),

(10)

where g is the gain parameterapplied to the delayed signal
(Bi1senand Ritsma,1970).The result is often referredto as
Cos+ noise, and has peaks separatedby liT. For Cos+
noise, the peaks are at harmonicsof the frequencycorresponding to the reciprocal of the delay T, and a pitch is
inducedat this frequency.The SPINETresponseis shownin
Fig. 9(a).
If a delayedwhite noise signalis subtractedfrom itself,
the result is Cos- noise which has an averagepower spectrum densityof
</J(f,T,g)= 1- g COS(21TfT).

(11)

The Cos- spectrumis thus seento be a shifted versionof
the Cos+ spectrumwith a shift value equalto 1/(2T).These
rippled noise stimuli producea pitch sensationsimilar to the
residue pitches induced with tones at the locations of the
noise peaks. Specifically, the Cos- spectrumproducesan
ambiguouspitch that is generallymatchedto O.91Tand1.11T
Cohen et al.: Spatial pitch network
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[see Yost eta/. (1978) for a review]. This should not be
surprising,as the peaksare in the samelocationsasthe tones
in the "ambiguousregion" discussedin Sec.ill A. Figure 9
shows the SPINET model responseto rippled noise which
shows peaksnear 0.91Tand 1.1/T,the location of the most
frequentlymatchedpitches.

hamlonics is dominant in determining the pitch of a harmonic complex. Plomp presentedsubjectswith two stimuli
A and B in succession,
where
(12)

and
E. Pitch of narrow bands of noise

Von Bekesy (1963) reported that pitches could be observed correspondingto the upper-and lower edges of an
octavebandof noisebetween400 and 800 Hz, and madethe
analogyto Mach bandsat luminanceedgesin vision (Mach,
1865). Small and Daniloff (1967) used noise for matching
with cutoff frequenciesin a region an octaveabove or below
the test stimulus.They found that low- and high-passfiltered
noise could invoke a pitch sensationcorrespondingto the
noise edgeswhenthe cutoff frequencieswere as high as 10
kHz for both low- and high-passnoise,and as low as 80 Hz
for high-passnoiseand 600 Hz for low-passnoise.Whenthe
bandwidthof the noiseis lessthan approximatelylIS octave,
the pitch is heardto be near the centerof the band of noise
(Fast!, 1971),and only at largerbandwidthsdo pitchesbegin
to show at the edgesof the noise. Figure 10 shows the responseof the SPINET model to bands of noise createdby
summing randomlyspacedsinusoids(spacedby an average
of 2 Hz) with randomphase in bands centered at 500 Hz,
with bandwidthsof 1/10, lIS, and 2/5 of an octave.The pitch
functionsare averagedover tentrials. The modelchoosesthe
location of the maximumas the pitch on each trial, and individual trials tendto haveone dominantpeak evenwhenthe
averagefunction showsa peak at both noise band edges.

F. The dominance

region

It has long been known that certain harmonics have
more influence on pitch perception than others. Ritsma
(1967) and Plomp (1967), using a similar experimental procedure, showed that the region of the third, fourth, and fifth
871
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m

B= L
n=1

12

COS[21Tn(O.9j
)1]+ L

cos[21Tn(I.lj )1].

m+l

(13)

Plomp askedsubjectswhetherthe pitch of B was higher or
lower than of A. Responses
were plotted as a function of m,
the cutoff numberfor harmonicsabove which harmonicsof
B were mistuned up, and below which they were mistuned
down. For fundamentalfrequenciesabove 1400Hz, subjects
reportedthat the pitch of B was lower than A for all m; that
is, even when only one componentwas lower, the pitch was
perceivedasmoving down. For lower fundamentals,m could
be as high as 5, and the pitch of B was still identified as
beinghigher.Sincefor lower fundamentals,the direction that
the third, fourth, and fifth harmonicswere tuned determined
which way the pitch was heardas moving, theseharmonics
becameknown as constitutingthe dominanceregion.
The SPINET model predictions for the dominanceregion can be seenin Fig. 11 for fundamentalfrequenciesof
100and 1400Hz. The plot showsthe pitch strengthfunction
in responseto the Plomp (1967)stimulusB for five different
values of m between1 and 5. The two peaks are centered
around the fundamentalfrequencyof stimulus A. For the
lOO-Hzfundamental,the peak on the lower side of A does
not approachthe value of the peak on the high side until
m>4. while for 1400Hz. the peak on the lower side is maximal for m> 1. The contributionthat a componentmakesto a
pitch falls off more quickly with harmonic numberfor high
fundamentalseven thoughthe harmonic weighing function
has the sameslope(M in Eq. (9)] for all pitchesbecauseof
the steepfalloff in the BB function(Eq. (5)] at high frequenCohen et a/.: Spatial pitch network
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FIG. 12. (a) Data show octave shifts in the vicinity of the ambiguousregion in responseto stimuli of four componentsspacedby 200 Hz (reprinted with
pennission from Gersonand Goldstein, 1978). (b) The model responseto the samestimuli. In the ambiguousregion. the componentsare shifted to be in
betweenthe harmonicsof 10=200 Hz, or equivalently.to be nearthe odd numberedharmonicsof 1012=100Hz.

matching extensionto the optimal processortheory so that it
no longer presumedthat the stimulus was comprisedof successiveharmonicsof some fundamentalfrequency (Gerson
and Goldstein, 1978; Goldstein et ai., 1978). In addition, as
G. Distant modes and octave drops for ambiguous
the lower componentsare removed,the octavedrop becomes
stimuli
less likely. Under thesestimulus conditions,model behavior
is best understoodby examining the entire pitch function
Much of the pitch shift datahas beengatheredby focusrather than just the maximal pitch.
ing the attentionof experimentalsubjectson a narrow pitch
Raatgeverand Bilsen (1991) provide further data for
region centeredatfo' and hasthus neglectedthe true extent
of the ambiguity of the pitch sensationin the ambiguous comparison.They presented"anharmonic" noise stimuli that
were producedby passingwhite noise through a delay line
region (Pattersonand Wightman, 1976; Schouten et aI.,
with delay T and feeding a fraction g of the delayedversion
1962). As Schoutenet at. (1962) showed,the distributionof
backto the input with a signinversion.This is different from
pitch matchesis multimodal with the various modesbeing
the rippled noise stimuli discussedearlierwhere only a delay,
clearly separatedby a region where no matchesoccur. Sevbut no feedback,is used.These comb-filtered noise signals
eral of the modesare nearfo' but somemodesare further
away. In the data on pitch asa functionof the shift in equally have peaks and valleys at the same spectral locations as
spaced components,the ambiguousregion is characterized rippled noise,but the peaksare sharper(Raatgeverand Bakby the components being near the frequencies kum, 1986),having power spectraof the fonn
fn=fo(I/2+n),
which can be written as Nfr/2 for odd integers N. This ambiguousregion,where pitch identification
(14)
P(f)= 1-2g COS(21TfT)
+g
jumps discontinuouslyfrom one side of f° to the other when
The anharmonicnoise was passedthrougha high-passfilter
matching is constrainedto a narrow band aboutfo' is the
region where all the componentsare nearthe odd harmonics with a variable cutoff frequency.As the lower peaks in the
anharmonic spectrum are removed, the perception of the
of fr/2. Gersonand Goldstein (1978) showed that, in fact,
lower octave perceptdisappears,giving way to matcheson
whenthe lowestfrequencycomponentin the stimuluswasan
either side of the pitch with the nominal frequencyof the
odd multiple of fr/2, the lower pitch, fr/2, could be heard
when pitch matcheswere not restrictedto be in a narrow spectralpeak spacing(Fig. 13).The SPINET modelbehavior
band around fo. Some of their data for a four-component can be seenby looking at the whole pitch function,wherethe
lower octave peak moves from having the highest level of
stimulus are summarizedin Fig. 12(a).The model's maximum pitch as a function of the lowest harmonic number, activation to a relatively lower level as the filter cutoff frewithout the restrictions of an attentional window, predicts quencyincreases[Fig. 14(a)-(d)].
this octave drop, as shownin Fig. 12(b).
As can be seenin the Gersonand Goldstein data,the
H. The phase of a mistuned component
relationship betweenthe lowest harmonic numberand subThe SPINET model is sensitive to aspectsof the fine
jects' pitch matchesis one-to-many(Smoorenburg,1970).
temporal structure of the input signal becausethe spectral
Sincethe lower octavepitch matchimplies the assignmentof
representationon which the pitch decisionis basedderives
nonsuccessiveharmonic numbers to the stimulus compoof the signal.Thus the model
nents, these datamotivatedthe least-mean-squares
template from finite time measurements

cies. This causesthe dominanceregionto move significantly
toward the lowestharmonicas the fundamentalincreases.
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in the pitch output.
Hartmann (1988) performed a discrimination experiment
using a harmonic signal composed of the the first seven harmonics of 800 Hz in one interval. In the other interval, the
same stimulus was used except that the fourth harmonic was
mistuned by 2.5%. Hartmann manipulated the duration of the
signal and found as an overall trend that the subjects did
better the longer the stimuli. The improvement was not
monotonic, however, but had dips and troughs as a function
of duration. Discounting the long-term improvement trend,
the dips and troughs were cyclic with the period of the stimulus.
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FIG. 13. For anharmoniccomb filterednoise spectrahaving sharppeaksat
locations in betweenharmoniclocations. data from Raatgeverand Bilsen
(1991) show that as lower harmonics are removed, the tendency for the
lower octavepitch to be perceiveddisappears(reprintedwith permission).

can be tested on multitone complex stimuli with varying
phaserelationships.As in the autocorrelationmodel of Meddis and Hewitt (1991), SPINET pitch measurements
are sensitive to relative phasesof componentsby virtue of within-

Meddisand Hewitt (199Ib) showedthat their autoCOlTelation modelproducesthe samepatternof dips and troughs.
but since they used only one time constantfor the running
autocolTelationfunctions,the gradual improvementwas not
superimposed.Indeed.durationper se is not the the critical
variable; rather. it is the phaseof the signal over the time
window in which the pitch function is measured.
Meddis and Hewitt (199Ib) plotted this effect by computing the Euclideandistancebetweenthe model summary
autocolTelationfunction for the nonmistuned component
stimulus and the stimulus with the mistuned componentat
different "durations." They assumedthat the percentCOlTect
(which Hartmannmeasured)would have the sametrend as
this distancemetric. The SPINET spectralmodel produces
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the same phase sensitivity when interpretedin this fashion
(Fig. 15) but, like the autocorrelationmodel,showsno longterm trend due to the absenceof any integrationmechanism
that spanstime intervals on the scaleof 100ms.
I. A spectral explanation of a c:lassical phase

experiment
To test human sensitivity to phase,Ritsma and Engel
(1964) useda quasifrequencymodulated(QFM) signal with
the center frequency componentshifted in relation to the
flanking tones by 90 deg:
x( t) = 0.5m sin[21T(n-I )It] + sin[21Tnlt + 1T/2]
+0.5m sin[21T(n+ 1 )It].

(15)

When n, the hannonicnumberof the middle component,was
equal to 11 and 13, Ritsma and Engel (1964) found that
subjectsmatchedpitchesto both the fundamentalfrequency
1 and to 2 I. When n=12, however, they found pitch
matchesabove and below1 and 2 I, but rarely in between.
The results are consistent with a fine temporal structure
"peak-picker" algorithm which they advocated.Wightman
(1973b) was unable to duplicate the results of the experiment,however,finding pitchesatl (the regionabout2 1 was
not tested)for eachn=10,11,12,13,therebyrefuting the idea
of phase sensitivity to such stimuli. Wightmandid not test
for pitches near 2 I.
Meddis and Hewitt (1991b) showed that their model
predictionsagreedwith Wightman's(1973b)findings that for
eachn = 10,11,12,13,
pitchesarefound at1 but not nearby.In
the regionof 2 f, however,they found pitchesslightly above
or slightly below 2 f, but not at 2 f when n is even,and at
exactly 2 f for n odd, which agreeswith the Ritsma and
Engel's (1964)observations.
A possible explanationof these data is in terms of the
fine temporal structure of the signal (Ritsma and Engel,
1964; Moort, 1977). In both phasecases,the envelopehasa
875
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major peak at the fundamentalperiod 1/f0' and a secondary
peak at 1/2 to. For the zero-phasecondition, the secondary
envelopepeakis muchweakerthan the major peak,while for
the phase-shiftedcondition, the two envelopepeaksare almostequal in magnitude.Now considerhow the fine temporal structure is superimposedon the envelope structure.
When the harmonic number n of the center componentis
odd, the fine structure has peaks that correspondwith both
envelopepeaks.When n is even, however,the fine structure
has peaks that flank the 1/2 f 0 envelopepeak and line up
exactly only with the l/f 0 envelopepeak. If pitch is determined by measuringthe period betweenfine-structurepeaks
that occurnear envelopepeaks,the systemcould make pitch
matchesnear 2 f 0 when n is even.
The pitch output of the SPINET modelalso agreeswith
Ritsma and Engel's (1964) split-peak findings around 2 fo
for n even,but the difference betweenthe shapeof the pitch
functionsnear2 f 0 for n evenversusn odd canbe explained
without referenceto temporal fine structure,and is, in fact,
independentof the phase shift of the middle stimulus component. Figure 16 shows the SPINET pitch functions for
n = 12,and Fig. 17 showsthe samefor n = 11.
The explanationfor the behaviorparallels the explanation for the ambiguousregion in the paradigm of equally
spacedshifted componentsdiscussedin Sec. III G. When n
is even,two of the threecomponentsareodd multiples of f0'
and thereforeare shifted to frequencyvalues that are exactly
halfway betweenharmonicsof 2 to. The presenceof these
two componentsmakesthe 2 fo pitch matchunlikely. In the
SPINET model,thesetwo componentscontributeto a dip in
the pitch function, working againstthe middle component
that contributesto the strengthof the 2 fo pitch. When n is
odd, two of the three componentsare evenharmonicsof f 0
and are therefore (successive)harmonics of 2 to. A pitch
peak a 2 fo, regardlessof the componentphase relationships,is thus not surprising.
Furthercontributingto the absenceof any pitch matchat
Cohen et a/.: Spatial pitch network
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2 f 0 when n is evenis that the two anharmonicpeaksare on
the "edge" of the signal spectrum,while the only harmonic
of 2 f 0 is interpolated betweenthem and is subjectto the
"partial-masking" effectdiscussedat the end of Sec.ill B. In
tenDSof the model,this edge effect occursbecausethe competitive interactions[Eq. (7)] betweenfrequencylocations in
the spectralrepresentationenhancethe edges of the excitation patterncoming from the bank of peripheralfilters.
IV. CONCLUSION

The spatial pitch net modelgeneratesa spatialrepresentation of pitch from a spectralrepresentationof the auditory
stimulus. A key feature of the model is a set of weighting
functions for harmonicsthatdecreasewith harmonicnumber.
The weighting functions obviate the need for an a priori
attentionat:window to prevent all -subharmonicsof a given
pitch from assumingan equal pitch strength.The forms of
the weighting functions are capable'of explaining the dominance region data for harmonic contributions to pitch. The
modelcan handlecontinuousspectrlisuchas rippled noiseas
well as the more standardspectraof discretetones.
The I SPINET mod~l.fs constructedusing components
similar to thosefound in severaldifferent spectralandneural
netWorkmodels.The synthesishas enabledthe model to be
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successfullytestedon a breadthof datanot attemptedby any
singlespectralmodelpreviously.Using one modelto explore
sucha rangeof databrings a coherencyof explanationto, for
example,the utility of center-surroundmechanismsfor modeling rippled noise data, psychophysicallyand physiologically measuredinhibitory interactions,and phenomenasuch
as partial maskingandedgepitch. Due to the frequencycomponentinteractionsin the peripheralfilters usedto derive the
spectralrepresentation,sometemporal effects suchas componentphaserelationshipscan be simulated which are not
typically explored with formal spectralmodels.
The SPINETmodelproducesas output a strengthvalue
acrossa spatial representationof pitch, rather than the frequencyof the most likely pitch; It is basedon the idea of a
"central specfium" representationof the auditory signal,
ratherthan the pne struc'tureof a temporalwaveform(Licklider, 1951;Mepdisand Hewitt, 1991). A spatialrepresentation of activationacrosspitch in responseto eachstimulus is
important in part becauseit can provide an explanationfor
data on responsesto ambiguousstimuli. More importantly,
sucha spatialrepresentation
can be naturally integratedinto
the dynamicsof a largerarchitecturefor auditoryand speech
perception (cf. Boardman et a/., 1993, 1994; Cohen and
Grossberg,1986; Cohen et a/., 1988; Govindarajan et a/.,
1994; Grossberget a/., 1994; Grossbergand Stone, 1986).
Cohen et al.: Spatial pitch network
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For example,if attentionalfactors are usedto prime a particular frequencyregion, thenthe spatial pitch representation
plays an importantrole in understandinghow attentionalfocusing can alter the ensuing pitch percept. This kind of
model can also use pitches as cues to group togetherthe
componentsof the samesoundsourceandto separatedifferent sourcesfrom one anotherin the auditoryscene.Govindarajanet at. (1994)have embeddedthe SPINETmodelinto
a larger neural architecturefor auditory sceneanalysisand
source separationin which both pitch and spatial location
cuescan be usedto separateharmonicallyoverlappingsound
sources,as in a cocktail party situation.
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APPENDIX:
SUMMARY
VARIOUS MODELS

OF DATA ADDRESSED

BY

TablesAI and All summarizethe pitch data that have
been addressedby various models, either in the original
TABLE AI. Models and the data that they explicitly address.

"

f
NT
NT
f

NT

.'
.'
.'

!'
~

NT
NT
NT

NT

NT

~
~

.'

I

J'

.'

NT

NT

"

J

J

.f

J

J
J

J

J

J
J

"But not a great fit, as discussedin the text.
bBut with a different interpretationthan the deterministicmodels.
cNeedto add combinationtones.
~ey did not run the Plomp dominanceregion experimentalparadigm,but
presumablythey could since they invoke the dominanceregion conceptin
explaining the performanceof their model.
"But not a great fit, as discussedin the text.
fPresumablyonly, discussedby Pattc:rsonand Wightman(1976).
fPresumablyonly, discussedby Pattf:rsonand Wightman(1976).
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TABLE All. Models and the data that they expli,:,itly address.
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"But see Ouifuuis' extension of Goldstein's model below.
bOiscussed by Bilsen and Golstein (1974), they look for the optimal fit
between the spectrum and a sinusoidal function.
"Presumably the same as for Cos+ noise (Bilsen and Golstein, 1974).
dBut presumably would with a spectral attentional window.
.Yost and Hill (1979); Hill and Yost (1978).

modeling work, or in modified versions or discussions by the
original authors or others in the literature. A "J" means that
the model produces a reasonable fit to the data, "NT" (not
tried) means there has been no published discussion, and
"X" means that the model has been shown not to work for
the particular data. This table is intended only for a quick
comparison. and it should be understood that many of the
models have several different incarnations that might change
an entry in the table.
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